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INTRODUCTION

Introducing James White Engineering Group Ltd
James White Engineering Group (JWE) was founded in 1950. The company specialises in fine limit sheet
metalwork for the aerospace industry serving both commercial and military, using a wide variety of materials.
With a highly skilled and experienced workforce and state of the art equipment, JWE is able to provide
innovative solutions to reduce customers’ costs from the initial ‘no obligation’ consultation, all the way
through to delivery.
Our continuous dedication to investment and developing our systems and processes, has been rewarded
with the prestigious AS 9100 D accreditation, Nadcap welding, CAA and AWS approvals.

Sheet Metalwork for the
Aircraft and Other Industries
Since the 1950s, JWE has concentrated on sheet metalwork
for the aircraft industry. Over the decades, with a total
commitment to quality, JWE is now able to produce parts
for the Aerospace, Defence, Automotive, Rail and Maritime
sectors.

Tier 1 Supplier

Aerospace Prototyping

Quality and Efficiency

Approved to AS 9100 D, we work with
aluminium, copper, mild, stainless steels
and plastics. We deliver by our own fleet of
vehicles, and we are conveniently situated
close to many main motorway routes.

As leading engineering specialists,
JWE use ‘RADAN’ and ‘Solid Edge’ for
3D modelling concepts. Our highly
skilled engineers can draw, program
and manufacture a prototype for the
customer’s approval.

Through our wealth of knowledge and
experience, we also offer technical
advice and support and can make
recommendations on the most cost
effective process for each requirement.
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INDUSTRIES

We Service a Number of Different Industries
JWE services a number of different industries but primarily focuses on
aerospace, defence, automotive, rail and maritime.
Our professional sales team are able to offer quotations and technical
advice and support from years of experience in the engineering field.
Beginning with a no obligation consultation, we will discuss your
project to ascertain the optimum solution for your particular
requirement.

Automotive and Rail

Aerospace and Defence

With a very high reputation for accuracy
and precision and a commitment to
quality, JWE is able to provide key
components and specialist parts for the
Automotive and Rail industries, including
the classic car aftermarket.

JWE is a specialist in providing sheet metalwork for the Aerospace industry, both military
and commercial. Our consistent commitment to investment and dedication to quality has
enabled JWE to become a Tier 1 supplier to the Aerospace and Defence sectors. We have
AS 9100 D accreditation and Nadap, CAA and AWS welding approvals using a wide variety
of materials.
JWE is proud to be considered a key strategic supplier of high precision components for a
range of customers including the Martin Baker Aircraft Company, Cobham and Safran.
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PRODUCTS
AND SERVICES

Comprehensive Products and Services
At JWE, we are well equipped to perform a complete turnkey manufacturing operation,
from initial prototyping to part assembly of finished products before delivery.
Our comprehensive products and services include:
Prototyping

CNC Punching

Assembly

As engineering specialists, JWE use
‘RADAN’ and ‘Solid Edge’ for 3D modelling
concepts which enables our highly
skilled engineers to draw, program
and manufacture a prototype for the
customer’s approval. Through our wealth
of knowledge and years of experience, we
also offer technical support and advice
and can make recommendations for
the most cost effective process for each
requirement.

Our CAD/CAM punching machines offer
a fast turnaround and have tremendous
flexibility to accommodate various
materials, shapes and volumes. The
highly accurate and consistent outcomes
achieved by the machines are further
enhanced by the Planar flat sheet digital
inspection system. This procedure enables
a comparison between the punched
product and the original drawing to
ensure complete accuracy.

As part of our commitment to providing
exceptional customer service, reducing
customers’ time and labour costs, we are
able to fit free issue components by the
part assembly of units before delivery.
We use a variety of automatic and semiautomatic machines for installation of
fixings.

CNC Laser Cutting

Pressing and Forming

At JWE we take pride in our state of the
art CNC laser cutting machinery. We use
the latest Amada laser machine which
gives complete flexibility, whilst achieving
extremely accurate profiling at high
processing speeds.

Our Amada brake-presses are CNC
controlled and provide the capability for
fast prototyping control. Our flexibility
includes order volumes, handmade
tooling and special requirements such as
rubber pressing, power pressing and deep
draw pressing.

CNC Routering
CNC Routering complements our Turret
Press and laser machines, which adds
another dimension to our machining
capacity. This enables us to machine a
wide range of materials including plastics,
wood and metal parts with exceptional
accuracy.
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Welding
JWE is approved by the Civil Aviation
Authority (CAA) and AWS (American
Welding Society). We offer all types of
welding from mig welding, tig welding,
plasma welding, plasma cutting,
spotwelding, to brazing and aluminium
brazing.

Plating/ Powder Coating/
Wet Painting
We use local facilities to cater for corrosion
protection, decorative finishes, unlimited
colour choice and fast turn-around.

Pipework
At JWE we are able to produce many types
of hydraulic, air and fluid pipework for
various applications including complete
gas and fluid pipework assemblies, tubular
chassis frames, civil applications, marine
and aerospace pipework to name a few!

Quality Control
We are approved to AS 9100 D and have
a dedicated quality control/inspection
department. Works orders identify which
employee carried out each operation and
materials are all fully traceable.
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GALLERY

The gallery shows a selection of the various items
that JWE have recently manufactured, covering a
wide range of industries.

Launcher fairings

Electronics housing

Refuelling joint cover

Ejection unit seat side

Electronics housing

Fairing

Fairing

Actuator housing

Fan mounting bracket

Ejection unit seat side

Boat tail

Parachute container
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CONTACT US

Contact Us for Further Information
Whatever your product or industry, contact JWE for innovative
solutions to reduce your costs while maintaining quality and efficiency.
James White Engineering Group Limited,
Commercial Road, Reading RG2 0RU

Tel: 0118 987 3421
sales@jwegroup.co.uk
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